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**Abstract:**

*eZ!* is a user friendly Course Management System, with features and functionality created in direct response to faculty wishes and needs. It enables instructors to quickly and easily create and maintain interactive, graphically rich web sites. Instructors are too busy teaching to become HTML experts or spend days learning new software applications. *eZ!* is extremely easy-to-use, drastically reducing the time required to usefully employ the tool. Many people find that they don’t need any training at all. *eZ!* leverages instructors pre-existing software skills, rather than forcing them to learn new ones. They work with familiar software applications to create content incorporating graphics, images, tables, etc. and upload their documents through a web interface. The system handles HTML conversion invisibly. *eZ!* is currently being used by hundreds of instructors and thousands of students at the college and K-12 levels. This video demonstration will give you a solid understanding of the capabilities and features of *eZ!* Come see how easy it is. Instructors who use it actually say it’s fun!